DATE: February 8, 1979

SUBJECT: Allethrin, requested "incremental risk analysis," TB request relating to. EPA # 39398.8

FROM: TB/HED MAQ, 2/8/79

TO: Mr. J. Stone, Asst. PM-17

In order to make an "incremental risk analysis," we will need at least the following:

1) Definition of "incremental risk" and "incremental risk analysis;"

2) Portion of the "Federal Pesticide Act of 1978 proposed regulations" which deals with need for "incremental risk analysis;"

3) Confidential formulation of "Vape Mat, EPA Reg. No. 39398;" and

4) Original TOX reports (detailed) of all toxicologic studies which are cited by applicant in this submission as being in support of the present application.

Thank you.